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Abstract 

Image processing is currently one of the most widespread areas of studies and is now fully 

incorporated into the fields of medicine and biotechnology. Picture Processing can be used to 

evaluate various medical and RMI pictures to detect an image abnormality. In this article, an 

effective clustering K-means algorithm for morphological image processing (MIP) is proposed. 

Segmentation of the medical image deals with tumor segmentation in CT and MR pictures for 

improving medical diagnostic quality. The noise presence in the input pictures during picture 

assessment is an significant method and a difficult issue. It is necessary to apply an object's 

border, classify tissue defects, analyze shape, and detect contours. This segmentation, ln our 

article, segmentation  has been performed with the K-means algorithm for improved efficiency. 

This enhances the tumor limits more and is quicker than many other algorithms. This article 

generates reliable, error-sensitive outcomes. 
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Introduction 

The fast advancement in the restoration of computerized medical images and the advances 

connected with analytics and computer aided diagnostics has led medical imaging to become a 

major subfield of research imagery [1]. The visualization of anatomy constructions of the human 

body is an important element of medical science [2]. Various new complicated modes for 

medical imaging, such as Xray, MRI and ultrasound, rely heavily on computer technology to 

produce or show digital images [3]. Image segmentation may be defined as a technique, which 

partitions a given image into a finite number of non- overlapping regions with respect to some 

characteristics, such as gray value distribution, texture. Various methods are based on fugitive 

logic [4]. In principle, techniques of picture segmentation can be divided into three 

classifications: edge-based methods, region-based techniques and pixel-based techniques. 

Clustering of K-means is a main pixel-based method. 
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K means grouping [6,7] is the most generally utilized and examined strategy among bunching 

details that depend on limiting a formal target work . Adjustments to K-implies bunching 

strategy that makes it quicker and increasingly proficient are proposed. The primary contention 

of the proposed adjustments is on the decrease of escalated separation calculation that happens at 

each run (cycle) of K-implies calculation between each information point and all bunch focuses. 

To lessen the serious separation calculation, a basic instrument by which, at every emphasis, the 

separation between every datum point and the bunch closest to it is processed and recorded in an 

information structure is recommended. Subsequently, on the accompanying iteration(s) the 

separation between every datum point and its past closest bunch is recomputed. 

 

Figure 1:Block disgram of segementation method 

Result 

The tumor affected cells are found out by applying K-means Clustering algorithm using Matlab 

Simulator. Same process can be applied for brain cell without tumor.  .Brain tumor segmentation 

takes place after applying the K-means. 

Conclusion 

Thus segmentation with K-means clustering is merged  in suggested technique. Results show that 

uncontrolled segmentation techniques are better than controlled segmentation techniques. 
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